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Abstract: A novel hybrid water antenna with tunable frequency and beamwidth is proposed.
An L-shaped metallic strip is adopted as the feeding structure of the antenna in order to effectively
broaden the operating bandwidth. The L-shaped strip feeder and a rectangular water dielectric
resonator constitute the driven element. Five identical rectangular water dielectric elements are
mounted linearly with respect to the driven element, which act as the directors and contribute
to narrow the beamwidth. By varying the height of the liquid water level in the driven element,
the proposed antenna is able to tune to different operational frequencies. Furthermore, it is also able
to adjust to different beamwidths and gains via varying the number of director elements. A prototype
is fabricated by using 3-D printing technology, where the main parts of the antenna are printed with
photopolymer resin, and then the ground plane and L-shaped strip feeder are realized by using
adhesive copper tapes. Measurement results agree well the simulation ones. A tunable frequency
ranging from 4.66 GHz to 5.65 GHz is obtained and a beam steering along a fixed direction with
a gain variation less than 0.5 dB is realized.

Keywords: water antenna; 3-D printing; tunable frequency; tunable beamwidth; dielectric
resonator antenna

1. Introduction

Reconfigurable antennas, which can achieve more than one operational mode by mechanical
or electronic approaches, are considered to be a good solution for the design of multifunctional
antennas [1–12]. According to some available literatures, reconfigurable antennas based on p-i-n
diodes are the most traditional design with good property such as fast switching speed and compact
volume [13,14]. Recently, fluidic reconfigurable antennas are very popular since the liquid materials
are easy to control their physical lengths or dimensions so as to change the radiation characteristic of
an antenna in terms of, e.g., the operational frequency [15,16], gain [17], and polarization [18]. On the
other hand, owing to the fast development of 3-D printing technology and microfluidic technology,
many liquid materials such as liquid-metal, liquid water can be widely used in the design of microwave
antennas [19–22].

Compared to the electrically-controlled reconfigurable antennas, the liquid antennas have some
attractive features such as continuous tunability, wide tunable range and better radiation efficiency.
What is more, the fluidic antennas are especially suitable for high power link application as the
tuning approach does not constrain the power handling capability of the antenna, unlike the tuning
mechanism utilizing p-i-n diodes or circuit elements.
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In this paper, a novel hybrid water dielectric resonator antenna (DRA) with the ability of
continuous tuning frequency and beamwidth. For water antennas reported in literature previously,
the substrate and water container are made of two different materials. For example, FR-4 or Rogers
materials are frequently used as the antenna substrate, while the water containers are often formed
by using a 3D printer [8–12]. Therefore, in order to complete the whole water antenna system,
the antenna substrate and the water containers have to be glued together by using adhesive stuffs.
However, this traditional assembly method increases the processing complexity and the risk of
manufacturing error. Furthermore, an uncertain effect will also be introduced due to the adhesive
material, worsening the performance of the antenna.

In order to improve the electric performance of a fluidic antenna, a seamless design method
is proposed in this paper. The antenna substrate and the water container are all made by 3-D
printing technology. Actually, the commonly used antenna substrates are low relative dielectric
constant materials such as FR-4 or Rogers 5880 with dielectric constant from around 2.5–5. Therefore,
the antenna substrate can be made by using 3-D printing technology instead of the traditional ways.
The advantage of this method not only simplifies the design process, but also reduces the
manufacturing error, which opens a new and reliable pathway to liquid antenna design. In this
paper, a hybrid water directional antenna with tunable frequency and beamwidth is proposed as
a proof-of-concept demonstrator.

2. Antenna Configuration

The motivation of this paper is to design a hybrid water DRA with tunable frequency and
beamwidth. The configuration of the proposed hybrid water antenna is shown in Figure 1. There are
one driven element and five identical director elements arranged along x-axis. In the whole antenna
system, four parts are realized by using the 3-D printing technology, i.e., one driven element,
five director elements (named D1, D2, D3, D4, D5), one antenna substrate, and six pairs of water
inlets and outlets. The photopolymer resin, acting as the printing material, is tasteless and non-toxic.
Furthermore, its relative dielectric constant is about 3, which is very close to the permittivity of
traditional resin materials. Therefore, it is suitable to be utilized as the antenna dielectric substrate.

Figure 1. Configuration of the proposed antenna: (a) Front side; (b) Back side.

As can be seen from Figure 1, the antenna substrate is a solid rectangular plate with dimensions
of La × Wa × Ha. The water dielectric resonator (driven element) is a larger rectangular hollow block
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with dimensions of Lb × Wb × Hb, while the director consists of five smaller rectangular hollow blocks
and each element is with the identical dimensions of Lc × Wc × Hc. For the hollow driven element
and five director elements, their wall-thickness is fixed to 0.5 mm, which is thin enough compared
with a wavelength to eliminate its effects on the antenna’s radiation performance.

In order to pump in and pump out water from the driven element and director elements, six pairs
of inlet and outlet with radius of 1.2 mm are installed at the bottom of the substrate. Each inlet
and outlet are connected to a small syringe. Namely, the driven element and director elements are
independently connected to a pair of small syringes. In this paper, the small syringes are used as the
manually-operated pressure controlling systems which are not included in the figure for simplicity.
The final parameters of the proposed antenna are: La = 50 mm, Wa = 30 mm, Ha = 2 mm, Lf = 12 mm,
Wf = 2 mm, Hf = 12 mm, Lc = 13 mm, Wc = 3 mm, Hc = 8.5 mm, d = 3 mm. More details regarding to
the design and analysis of the proposed antenna will be revealed in the next section.

3. Design Process and Performance Analysis

In this section, the detailed design process of the proposed antenna is elaborated. Certain parameters
influence the performance of the hybrid water DRA, including the height of the L-shaped metal strip
feeder, the height of the distilled water level in the driven element and the number of the director
elements. In order to investigate the effects of each factor, parametric studies are performed in the
following subsections. During the analysis, only a target parameter is varied at a time to observe its effects
on the antenna performance while other parameters are kept constant.

3.1. Realization of Hybrid Water DRA with Frequency Tunable Characteristic

In this work, the proposed hybrid water DRA technique generates resonances with the help of
the water DRA and the L-shaped metallic strip feeder. The rectangular hollow block and the distilled
water form a mixed dielectric resonator. When the height of the distilled water level is changed,
the effective permittivity of the resonator can be tuned. Therefore, by properly choosing the height of
the distilled water, a desirable effective permittivity can be obtained for the hybrid dielectric resonator.
Throughout the simulation process, the dielectric constant of the distilled water and the resin is set to
be 78 and 3, respectively.

The interested center resonant frequency in this work is targeted at 5 GHz. The dimensions of the
proposed antenna are hereby optimized (see in Figure 1) based on this specific frequency. In order to
offer a general physical insight on the design process, a simplified model of a single hybrid water DRA
is utilized as an example. Figure 2 shows the simulation model of the hybrid water DRA. To better
observe the internal structure, the side sectional view of the rectangular hollow block is given. As can
be seen from Figure 2, the L-shaped metallic strip feeder includes two parts: a horizontal strip having
a length of Lf and a vertical strip having a height of Hf. The horizontal and vertical strips are coated
on the surface of the substrate and the rectangular hollow block, respectively. Inside the rectangular
hollow block, distilled water is pumped in or out by a pair of syringes. Hw represents the height of the
distilled water level. Note that of the existent of the syringes would not cause serious effect on the
antenna performance, so that they are not considered in the simulation process.
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Figure 2. Simulation model of the hybrid water DRA.

One should note that, for the hybrid DRA proposed in this work, the function of adopting
L-shaped metallic strip is not only for antenna excitation, but also enhancing antenna radiation
performance. To evaluate the effects of the L-shaped metallic strip, the simulated reflection coefficients
with different values of Hf are analyzed. Two cases of the hybrid water DRA loaded with or
without water are investigated. When the hybrid water DRA is unloaded with distilled water,
namely Hw = 0 mm, it is defined as State 1. While the hybrid water DRA is loaded with a certain level of
distilled water, i.e., Hw = 8 mm, the state is defined as State 2. Figure 3a shows the reflection coefficient
of State 1, it can be observed that as the parameter Hf tuned from 8 mm to 12 mm with a step increment
of 2 mm, the center resonant frequency varies from 7.6 GHz to 5.5 GHz. The phenomenon can be
understood that the L-shaped metallic strip acts as a monopole antenna, and increasing the height of
the vertical part (Hf) is equivalent to increase the electrical length of the monopole antenna. Therefore,
the resonant frequency could be shifted downwards. Figure 3b shows the reflection coefficient of State 2.
When the parameter Hf is varied from 8 mm to 12 mm, the center resonant frequency decreases from
5.1 GHz to 4.8 GHz. Compared to State 1, the center resonant frequency of State 2 has been shifted to
lower frequency obviously because of adding the high permittivity materials of distilled water.

Figure 3. Simulated reflection coefficients for the two states: (a) State 1; (b) State 2.

In order to realize the frequency tunable of the proposed antenna, the effect of distilled water
on the resonant frequency is investigated. Figure 4 shows the simulated reflection coefficients for
different values of Hw. As seen from the figure, when tuning the parameter Hw from 4 mm to 8 mm
with a step increment of 2 mm, the resonant frequency shifts down to lower frequency from 5.6 GHz
to 4.8 GHz. This result indicates that the distilled water has the function of reducing the resonant
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frequency effectively. Besides, one can observe that, by adjusting the height of the distilled water
in the water DRA, the operating frequency would be affected obviously. Moreover, it is quite easy
to adjust the height of distilled water by using a pressure controlling system because of its natural
fluid properties.

Figure 4. Simulated reflection coefficients for different values of Hw.

3.2. Realization of Beamwidth Tuning

In Section 3.1, the hybrid water DRA (driven element) with frequency tunable characteristic
has been realized. To further obtain a beamwidth tunable performance, the radiation patterns of the
proposed hybrid water DRA system (see Figure 1) is investigated in this subsection. As the driven
element is vertically fed referenced to the ground plane, it has a small tilt angle with reference to the
plane of the substrate. In order to adjust the beamwidth, director elements are introduced as shown
in Figure 1. There are five director elements (named D1, D2, D3, D4, D5) mounted linearly with respect
to the driven element. The space between the driven element and the first director element D1 is
optimized to 3.5 mm while that between adjacent director elements is set to d, which is one of the key
parameters influencing the beamwidth. In order to provide a more intuitive way to understand the
operating mechanism of the director elements, parametric studies are performed as follows.

Supposing each director element has two switched states: “On” and “Off”. “On” refers to the
state that the director element is loaded with water; while the director element is unloaded with water,
the state is defined as “Off”. Therefore, 32 cases are obtained by selecting different combination of
director elements. As a proof-of-concept demonstration, only three cases are considered, as tabulated
in Table 1. For Case 1, only director element D1 is set to “On”; for Case 2, director element D1, D2 and
D3 are set to “On” while D4 and D5 are set to “Off”; for Case 3, all director elements are set to “On”.

Table 1. Three cases under different director elements combination.

Status D1 D2 D3 D4 D5
Case 1 On Off Off Off Off
Case 2 On On On Off Off
Case 3 On On On On On

Figure 5 shows the simulated 2-D radiation patterns with d = 2 mm under the three cases. One can
observe that, in Case 1, the hybrid water DRA has a directional radiation pattern with a tilt angle
about 60◦ and 3-dB beamwidth about 130◦. For Case 3, the beamwidth becomes 80◦ and the main
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beam is steering along +x-axis. It can be explained that more director elements (loaded with water) the
antenna has, more electromagnetic energy are guided to the +x-axis direction. The working principle
is similar to a Yagi antenna. Figure 6 shows the reflection coefficients corresponding to three cases.
In Case 1, there are two resonant modes from 4 GHz to 6 GHz. In particular, a deep resonance can
be observed at 4.8 GHz. As the director elements (loaded with water) increases (Case 2 and Case 3),
the resonant depth at lower frequency goes higher and a small frequency shift appears. These results
indicate that the beamwidth can be tuned by controlling the number of director elements (loaded with
water) though there is a certain effect on the impedance performance.

Figure 5. Simulated 2-D radiation patterns with d = 2 mm for the three cases. (a) xoz-plane; (b) xoy-plane.
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Figure 6. Simulated reflection coefficients with d = 2 mm for the three cases.

Figure 7 shows the simulated 2-D radiation patterns with d = 3 mm under the same cases. It can
be seen that the tilt angle also increases with the increase of director elements (loaded with water).
Compared to Figure 5, the main beam is not able to steer along +x-axis anymore if the number
of director elements (loaded with water) increases to five (Case 3). Figure 8 shows the reflection
coefficients of the corresponding cases with d = 3 mm. It is obvious that there are only one resonant
mode from 4 GHz to 6 GHz, and the center resonant frequency keeps unchanged when the director
elements (loaded with water) increase.

It can be summarized with reference to Figures 5 and 7 that when the number of director elements
(loaded with water) can be controlled by injecting or evacuating water, the beamwidth tunable
characteristic can be achieved. Taking the case that the main beam is able to steer along +x-axis with
d = 2 mm as an example, the antenna will be fabricated and presented in next section while considering
its optimal directional performance. Also, a gain enhancement by more than 0.5 dB is observed when
the director elements (loaded with water) increase to five.

Figure 7. Cont.
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Figure 7. Simulated 2-D radiation patterns with d = 3 mm. (a) xoz-plane; (b) xoy-plane.

Figure 8. Simulated reflection coefficients with d = 3 mm.

4. Fabrication and Measurement

The fabricated prototype of the proposed antenna is shown in Figure 9. The antenna is fed by
a coaxial cable with an SMA connector connected to the 50 Ohms micro-strip feed line. The prototype
is fabricated by using 3-D printing technology. The ground plane and the L-shaped strip feeder
are realized by using adhesive copper tape. The water is pumped in and pumped out by using
small syringes.
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Figure 9. Fabricated prototype of the proposed antenna.

Figure 10 shows the measured reflection coefficients for different values of Hw. When Hw = 0,
the proposed antenna has an initial resonant frequency at 5.65 GHz; when turning the parameter
Hw from 4 mm to 10 mm, the resonant frequency shifts down to lower frequency from 5.42 GHz
to 4.66 GHz. The results indicate that the distilled water has the function of reducing the resonant
frequency effectively. Besides, one can observe that by adjusting the height of the distilled water in the
water DRA, it can also change the operating frequency obviously. In addition, the height of distilled
water is easily adjusted by using the pressure controlling system.

Figure 10. Measured reflection coefficients with different values of Hw.

Figure 11 shows the simulated (Sim.) and measured (Mea.) total efficiencies across the required
bands with different values of Hw. As can be seen, the more water it is filled with, the lower the
efficiency will be. The average simulated and measured total efficiencies are both larger than 64%
when 4 mm ≤ Hw ≤10 mm. However, when Hw = 0 mm, meant that no distilled water is loaded in
the driven element, the total efficiency is around 81%. It can be explained that the distilled water
could slightly degrade the efficiency due to its loss characteristics. Reasonable agreement between the
simulation and measurement is revealed.
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Figure 11. Simulated and measured efficiencies with different values of Hw.

The measured reflection coefficients for the three cases mentioned in Section 3.2 are shown
in Figure 12. It can be seen that the center resonant frequencies of Case 1, Case 2 and Case 3 are
4.48 GHz, 4.36 GHz and 4.27 GHz, respectively, which are very close to the simulated results as shown
in Figure 5. Minor deviation may be traced to the manually operated syringe system and the tolerances
caused by the manufacturing process.

Figure 12. Measured reflection coefficients for the proposed three cases.

Figure 13 shows the simulated (Sim.) and measured (Mea.) total efficiencies of the proposed
three cases. One can observe that the average simulated and measured total efficiencies are both larger
than 61% across the required bands.
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Figure 13. Simulated and measured efficiencies for the proposed three cases.

The radiation patterns of the proposed antenna have been measured in an anechoic chamber.
Figure 14 depicts the measured far-filed gain patterns for Case 1, Case 2 and Case 3, respectively. It is
obvious that the proposed antenna can generate three directional patterns on xoz-plane and xoz-plane.
For the three cases, the measured maximum radiation direction is orienting to boresight direction,
i.e., around 0◦ along +x-axis, with different peak gains and different beamwidths. The maximum
peak gain of 4.1 dBi is obtained for Case 3 while the minimum peak gain of 3.6 dBi appears in
Case 1, showing that a beam steering along a fixed direction with a gain variation within 0.5 dB could
be obtained.

Figure 14. Cont.
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Figure 14. Measured radiation patterns for the proposed three cases. (a) xoz-plane; (b) xoy-plane.

5. Conclusions

A novel hybrid water antenna with tunable frequency and beamwidth characteristic was proposed
in the work. The antenna utilizes an L-shaped strip feeder to effectively broaden the operating
bandwidth. The L-shaped strip feeder and a rectangular water dielectric resonator constitute the
driven element. Five identical rectangular water dielectric elements acting as the directors are mounted
along with the driven element, which have the function of narrowing the beamwidth and increasing
the gain. By varying the height of the liquid water injected in the driven element, the proposed antenna
is able to operate at different frequencies. Meanwhile, by varying the number of director elements,
the proposed antenna has the capability to tune to different beamwidths and gains. A prototype was
fabricated by using 3-D printing technology to verify the design concept. Measured results agree well
with the simulated ones. A tunable frequency range from 4.66 GHz to 5.65 GHz and a beam steering
along a fixed direction with a gain variation within 0.5 dB are obtained.
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